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Team Summary

● Brett - Rocket Team ● Anthony - Electrical Team

● Zach - Rocket Team ● Tony - Electrical Team

● Táles - Mechanical Team ● Spencer - Mechanical 
Team

Team Leads: 
● Erik Carranza
●  Juan Leonel Hernández
● Jake Robinson
● Aaron Kennedy 

Safety Officer: 
● Joseph Johnson

NAR/TRA Mentor:

● Douglas Knight Ph.D
● Address: 173 Backcreek Ln, Statesville, NC 28677
● Email: dougchar001@gmail.com Phone: (336) 

909-1711
● TRA Level 2 Certified # 10294
● NAR Level 2 Certified # 93831

mailto:dougchar001@gmail.com


BEAR Team Mission Statement 

❏ The Lenoir-Rhyne BEAR Team’s goal is to construct a 
safe reusable rocket that will travel to a mile in altitude.

❏ The rocket will descend safely and deploy a rover that 
will travel at least five feet.

❏ Members will solve engineering problems and gain 
real-world project experience.

❏ Mission success will be defined by achieving the target 
altitude within 5% and the rover travelling the desired 
distance.

❏ Verification is and will be documented by the 
Handbook Verification Plan to account for all project 
deliverables and tasks.
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Changes since PDR: Vehicle

- Upper body tube diameter is now 6”. This 

also affects the transition section.

- Changed from fiberglass to Kraft Phenolic

- We decided to increase the size because of 

the rover.

- Increasing diameter allows for a greater 

amount of space to house the rover.

 



Launch Vehicle and Motor Summary

- Launch Vehicle is known as “Big Bear”. 
Length is 78” with max diameter of 6”.

- Nose cone is power series shape and 
composed of 3-D printed material.

- The rocket has two sections: the main 
parachute bay and the lower body tube.

- Motor choice is the Cesaroni K-660 K 
motor. Projected altitude is 5786 feet.

- Mass of motor is 1949 grams with a max 
thrust of 1079 N and 3.7 sec burn time.



Motor Mount System Design

- The system will consist of motor casing, three centering rings, and a 54mm AeroPack retainer.
- The fins will be attached to the motor mount system to aid in stability during launch.
- Phenolic material will be used for the casing. The design and material have been tested through 

launches of the HSX1 and the PSR1 and have been determined to be successful.



Motor Retention System

- The system chosen is a 54mm flange retainer 

using six threaded bolts.

- This design was chosen due to simple 

construction, which allows the K-660 motor to 

fit into the rocket.

- The material is aircraft grade aluminum which 

is lightweight.

- The last centering ring will be attached to the 

base of Big Bear to hold the motor in place.



Rocket Fin System

- Big Bear has four clipped delta fins made 
of wood. 

- The fins have tabs that fit through the 
motor casing system and are thus 
reinforced.

- Fiberglass was chosen as the material due 
to its light and surtiness .

- The clipped delta fins were chosen through 
successful test launches by the HSX1 and 
PSR1 rockets.



Vehicle Airframes

- Kraft Phenolic material will be used for the fin can, parachute bay, and payload sections.
- Cardboard airframes  / body tubes will be used for testing purposes to reduce costs.
- The airframe is used for two distinct sections: the payload and parachute bay (6” diameter) and 

the fin can (4” in diameter).
- Phenolic material was chosen due to its durability and it being lightweight enough to enable the 

rocket to fly a mile in altitude with the K660 motor.



Nosecone Transition

- The nose cone has a power series shape

- This design was chosen since it provides 

our rocket with better aerodynamics than 

any other shape

- This nose cone shape also gives us a good 

amount of usable space to fit all the 

electronics we intend to store in it.



Chosen Motor

- K660 because of the reliability, impulse, 
and dimensions and height.

- Impulse is approximately 2437 
Newton-seconds.

- Burn time of 3.7 seconds
- Delay time of 17 seconds
- Can achieve more than 5,280 ft.
- Mass is 1,949 g
- Max thrust of 1,078.9 N



Rocket Launch Rail

- 10/10 1” launch rail

- The rail will be 8’ long (a minimum).

- The rocket will have two rail buttons 

attached.

- One will be located near the fins while the 

other one will be on the payload section 

near the center of gravity.



Weight of Individual Components

- The mass of the fin can sections is 9.12 
lbs

- The mass of the main bay is 5.79, 
- The mass of the payload section is 7.10 

pounds,
- The total mass of the is 22.0 pounds.



Mission Performance Predictions

OpenRocket

- Weight with Motor: 22.0 lbs
- Acceleration: 320 ft/s^2
- Rail Exit Velocity: 72.2 ft/s
- Maximum Velocity: 664 ft/s
- Velocity at Deployment: 55.1 ft/s
- Altitude Deployment of Drogue Parachute: 

5786 ft.
- Altitude Deployment of Main Parachute: 

1000 ft.
- Altitude Deployment of Payload 

Parachute: 1000 ft.

RockSim

- Weight with Motor: 24.0 lbs
- Acceleration: 289 ft/s^2
- Rail Exit Velocity: 68.2 ft/s
- Maximum Velocity: 607 ft/s
- Velocity at Deployment: 43.7 ft/s
- Altitude Deployment of Drogue Parachute: 

5466 ft.
- Altitude Deployment of Main Parachute:
- 1000 ft.
- Altitude Deployment of Payload 

Parachute: 1000 ft.



Flight Profile Simulation

- OpenRocket currently predicts apogee 
altitude with zero wind at 5,786 feet

- Team determined it is easier to add than to 
cut weight

- Weight will be added to rocket to lower 
apogee during test flight.

- Max vertical velocity: 664 ft/s
- Max vertical acceleration: 320 ft/s^2
- Max Altitude: 5786 ft.



Motor Thrust Curves



Drift Calculation 

Drift From OpenRocket

Windage Big Bear Vehicle

No Wind 0

 5 mph wind 0.06 miles

10 mph wind 0.12 miles

15 mph wind 0.18 miles

20 mph wind 0.24 miles

Drift From RockSim

Windage Big Bear Vehicle 

No Wind 0  miles 

 5 mph wind 0.05 miles 

10 mph wind 0.11 miles 

15 mph wind 0.16 miles

20 mph wind 0.22 miles



Differences in Simulations 

● Differences between the two rocket simulations, 
such as, the apogee, velocity, total mass, and max 
acceleration. 

● Percent differences of the two flight simulations- 
○ Apogee is 5.5%
○ Max velocity is 7.9%
○ Total mass is 7.8%
○ Max acceleration is 9.5%

●  The difference in mass is causes of percent 
differences in dirft calculations. 

● All drift calculations when the two simulations 
are compared is within a reasonable percent 
error.

● The vehicle has no parts that drift too far in any 
wind conditions when calculated from both 
simulations 



Subscale Flights: HSX1 First Flight 

- The construction of the HSX1 Half Scale Rocket 
began on October 6, 2017.

- The rocket was built to test stability and the 
spring separation system.

- This flight was the test the rockets stablity 
- Altitude was 1257 feet for the first flight, 

compared to Openrocket’s prediction of 1159’.



Subscale Flight: HSX1 Flight 

- The HSX1 was launched a second time on December 3, 2017.
- The rocket used an H90 motor manufactured by Cesaroni Technology, Inc.
- The rocket achieved an altitude of 1387 ft. (vs the predicted Openrocket altitude of 1517 ft).
- The main purpose of the flight was the test the Marsa 54 ejection charges.
- At apogee, the Marsa 54 ejected the parachute, which safely brought the rocket back to earth.



Subscale Flight: HSX1 Flight 3

● The Third Flight was conducted on 
December 16, 2017

● The purpose of this flight was to test the 
Spring-loaded Mechanism 

● Mass of the rocket was 3.4 pounds 
● The motor used was H125 by Cesaroni
● OpenRocket predicted apogee  2469 feet
● Flight was a failure because the kevlar 

shock cord ripped when ejection charge 
was deployed 



Subscale Flight: PSR1

● The First Flight of PSR1 was conducted on 
December 16, 2017

● The purpose of this flight was to test dual 
deployment system. 

● PSR1 carried the designed Altimeter bay
● The motor used was L350-SS by Cesaroni
● Mass of the Rocket was 14.6 pounds
● OpenRocket predicted apogee  890 feet
● PSR1 flew to height of 828
● The altimeters deployed the four ejection 

charges 
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Recovery Subsystem



StratoLogger

- The Stratologger CF is our main 
altimeter for the rocket. It is programmed 
to deploy the drogue ejection charge using 
J-tek matches

- The Stratologger CF uses barometric 
holes on the side of the rocket to calculate 
altitude.

- Also deploys the main and payload 
parachute

- Can be programmed to have dual 
deployment during its flight



Marsa 54

- The Marsa 54 is the secondary altimeter in case 
the Stratologger fails the blow the charges fully 
and separate the rocket.

- Capable of dual deployment and programmable on 
the field via audible beeps for communication

- It is a computer system that has multiple channels 
to calculate altitude and can be programmed 
digitally on the field.



Electrical Components

- Both altimeters are powered by a Duracell 

9V battery each.

- J-tek igniters (bottom right) are used to 

launch the rockets. On subscale launches, 

the devices have worked with no mishaps.

- A wire switch from outside the rocket will 

activate each altimeter at the launch pad.

.



Trackers

- Tracker Chosen: Bee Line Transmitters 

(70 cm tracker, HAM radio frequency)

- Frequencies can be programmed on the field

- Frequencies of 420-450 MHZ 

- Tracks the location of the rocket and allows the 

user to locate it post-launch

- HAM radio type receiver can locate the tracker

- Trackers have been successful in the past 

(BEAR team Solar Eclipse Balloon Launch)



Altimeter Bay System

- System consists of the Marsa 54 and 
StratologgerCF altimeters

- 9V batteries are on the other side of the 
sled

- Design reduces risk of harming altimeters 
if batteries become loose during flight



Parachutes

- The parachutes will be folded compactly 
and placed inside of a nomex blanket to 
prevent melting of the parachutes.

- The drogue parachute (right) is a 36” 
elliptical chute designed by Fruity Chutes.

- The main chute (left) is an Iris Ultra 72” 
compact chute designed by Fruity Chutes.

- The drogue parachute will be deployed at 
the beginning of descent while the main 
chute will be deployed at 1000 feet.

- The payload chute is a 48” elliptical chute 
that will be attached to the Little Bear 
rover and guide it safely to the ground.



Shock Cords

- The shock cord is 9/16” thick nylon webbing manufactured by Fruity Chutes.
- Chose due to durability (380℉ melting pt, 1500 lbs tensile strength) and success in the past with 

the PSR1 launch and high-altitude ballooning.
- Shock cord will be placed in the fin can section, attached to the parachute and altimeter bay, and 

attached to the payload section and the payload parachute.
- Each shock cord will be reefed with masking tape to prevent entanglement.



Kinetic Energy / Relationships

● After apogee the vertical velocity of the Drogue 
chute will be 19.8 m/s with a calculated kinetic 
energy of 1330 Ft-lbs

● Once the rocket descends to 1000 ft, the Main 
chute will be deployed by the ejection charge. The 
vertical velocity will be 5.12 m/s and the kinetic 
energy will 61.8 Ft-lbs

● The Payload chute will also be deployed once the 
vehicle reaches 1000 ft and will safely allow the 
separated payload section to descend with a 
vertical velocity of 5.24 m/s and a kinetic energy 
of 29.1 Ft-lbs
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Changes since PDR: Payload 

- We have decided to use Arduino Uno’s as 

the prefered choice instead of the Arduino 

Nano.

- Reasoning why the Uno was chosen was 

for the access of information, reliability, 

and accessories.

- If weight or spacing becomes an issues the 

team will which to a Nano



Payload Separation

- The payload section will separate by 

utilizing a spring-loaded mechanism.

- A burn wire circuit is utilized to release the 

spring tension and separate the payload.

- The burn wire circuit is initiated by the 

Xbee communication system.

- The XBee module will be controlled by 

a computer located at the ground 

station.



Separation of Payload: Spring

- The nichrome burn wire circuit will release the spring tension and separate the rover
- The spring is compressed between two 3D printed plates.
- A jig will initially compress the spring and the spring will remain compressed until the burn wire 

circuit is activated.
- The spring separation system will be tested using the FSX1 rocket.



XBee Communication: Transmission

- An XBee Pro 900HP SCB will be used for 
communication to the payload.

- The transmitter is connected to a ground 
station computer via XBee Explorer.

- The transmitting XBee will send data to 
the receiving XBee to activate the burn 
wire system

- The transmitting XBee will send data to 
the receiving XBee after separation to 
avoid electrical complications.



XBee Communication: Receiving
- The XBee receiver is connected to the Arduino Uno 

and an Xbee shield module.

- If the data which signifies activation is sent, the 

receiving XBee will activate the Mosfet gate and the 

burn wire circuit.

- Once the spring has separated, another byte will be 

sent to the Xbee to deactivate the circuit to reduce 

fire hazards.



Separation of Payload: Burn Wire Circuit
- Located in the nose cone
- The Arduino Uno’s digital PIN 13, a wire 

connects the gate PIN of a mosfet 
N-channel.

- The mosfet acts as a switch. For example, 
if the gate PIN goes “HIGH”, continuity is 
present between the source and drain PIN 
until the gate PIN is set to “LOW.”

- From the mosfet’s drain PIN, a 9V battery 
is connected runs to the nichrome wire 
and a key switch.

- Key switch guarantees no continuity 
across nichrome wire when preparing the 
rocket



Bench Test

● Bench Test:
○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gtn3u

i7ghPo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gtn3ui7ghPo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gtn3ui7ghPo
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Changes since PDR: Lil’ Bear 

- Modifications made were in the dimensions, 
weight, and placement of the hardware

- Traction spikes have also been added to the 
rover’s external shell for traction retention.

- The weight of the rover, as well as outer diameter 
of the rover shell have been slightly changed as a 
result of these modifications.



Final Payload Rover Design- Lil’ Bear

● The tension released from the spring will 
cause the payload section to separate into two 
sections. 

● The force of the spring will cause the rover to 
fall out causing the rover to initiate its 
movement

● In our design we implement a counterweight 
in order to keep the rover in a upright position 
to ensure the solar panels are facing up and 
for successful deployment of the solar panels

● We implemented 3D printed traction spikes to 
maintain traction during movement



Components within Frame

● The body frame is divided into two halves.
● The upper half holds the solar panel components 
● The lower half of the frame will secure the wheel 

motors, DC converter, and two lipo batteries. 
● The Lower body frame will have  an extension 

that will hold the counterweights
● This orientates the rover in an upright position.



Rover Movement
- Two motors will power rover movement, using the rovers 

momentum to roll the rover shell forwards.

- The first desired objective for the rover after successful 

deployment is to travel at least five feet. An accelerometer will 

be installed to track movement.

- After the first objective is complete power will be switched to 

the third motor, allowing the solar panels to deploy. 

Completing the second desired objective.

- Counterweights are positioned to lower the rover’s COG, to 

keep the rover in an upright orientation.



Little Bear- Movement

- Initiation of Little Bear will be triggered by two 
photoresisters, GL5516 LDR model.

- Once the photoresistors have initiated movement, 
the ADXL 345 accelerometer will be used to 
measure the amount of distance travelled. 
kinematics equations will be used to determine 
distance.

- The Adafruit Motor Shield 2.3V will power the 
motors present in Little Bear. 

- The microcontroller is the Arduino Uno, which 
will work in tandem with the motor shield to 
complete the rover movement.



Little Bear- Motor

- The 6V high-powered DC carbon brush motor 
(Pololu, top right) was chosen.

- The motor provides enough torque for the 
objective of travelling five feet.

- Two motors will be placed in sequence to propel 
Little Bear. Each has a 75:1 gear ratio and 400 
RPM.

- The 300mAh 7.4V lithium battery (top left) was 
chosen to power Little Bear and the Arduino Uno 
assembly. It has a 6 hr life.

- Little Bear will utilize a step-down potentiometer 
in order to direct a suitable voltage and current to 
the motor.



Lil’ Bear Schematic



Solar Panel Deployment



Ball Caster

- The ⅜” plastic ball caster was integrated into 

the design to promote further stability in the 

Little Bear Rover.

- The ball caster is manufactured by Pololu.

- The caster is located above the DC motor 

casing (which is beside the solar panels) in the 

Little Bear rover.
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Safety: Plan

- Launch sites that are approved by the 

NAR/TRA will be used

- Launches will follow NAR/TAR protocols

- FAA clearance

- The safety officer and mentor will ensure 

rocket safety standards are met and will 

enforce protocols

http://www.ivins.com/ivins-general-plan/



Safety: Facility

- Awareness of each facilities safety codes

- Prior to any use of machinery, a safety test 

must be passed.

- Machinery will be operated by approved or 

supervised personal only



Safety: Preparation

- Pre-launch briefing will consist of:

- Thorough discussion of NAR/TRA safety 

codes

- Thorough discussion of the hazards of 

high-power rocketry

- Launch protocols

- Review Launch Checklists



Safety: Setup

- The following protocol will be followed:
- Let the RSO inspect the rocket before placing it on 

the launch pad
- Slide the rocket onto the launch rod and angle the 

rod
- Check to arm altimeters with switch and disarm 

launchpad
- The igniters will carefully be inserted with the 

ignition system being disarmed.
- Team will maintain a safe distance (as deemed by 

the RSO) from the rocket before launch.



Safety: Troubleshooting

● Test all possibilities 
● Our team must use composure, 

communication, and organization to 
approach problems

● Detailed notes on each subsystem

https://www.simbans.com/store/p16/Simbans-Tablet-Repair



Safety: Code Analysis



Safety: Personal Hazards



Safety: Failure Modes- Rocket



Safety: Failure Modes- Payload



Safety- Failure Modes- Recovery System



Safety - Environment



Safety: Project Management
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Verification - General

- The students will do 100% of the project. 
Verification includes the following:

- Inspection during and the ending of the 
project

- Ensure that only members of the rocket 
team contribute to the project

- Foreign National team members will be 
identified by PDR and will follow security 
protocols

- The team will maintain a project plan. 
Verification will include the following:

- Examination of the PDR verifies that the 
project plan exists

- Inspections throughout the project’s 
duration will verify it is maintained.

- The team has engaged a minimum of 200 
participants in hands-on STEM activities 
and will be verified by the Education 
Engagement paperwork.



Verification- Vehicle

- The team will verify that the rocket 
reached the target altitude by recording 
the rocket altitude with the Marsa 54 and 
StratoLogger altimeters.

- The vehicle will have a maximum and four 
independent sections. Inspection of design 
plans and the full scale rocket show four 
sections.

- Each altimeter will have a dedicated power 
supply. Inspection of the recovery system 
will show this.

- The launch vehicle will be capable of flight 
within three hours of the FAA being open. 
This can be verified by the full scale rocket 
launch. If preparation takes 2.5 hours, 
team will practice in order to ensure to 
launch.



Verification- Recovery

- The team will perform successful ground 
ejection charges for both the drogue and 
main parachutes. Verified by successfully 
separating sections during the ground 
tests.

- Recovery area will be limited to a 2,500 ft 
radius. Analysis of flight predictions shows 
the rocket not exceeding the boundaries. 

- Motor ejection will not be used for  
primary or secondary deployment. The 
design plans for the recovery system verify 
this.

- Recovery system electrical circuits will be 
completely independent of payload 
electrical circuits. The design plans verify 
that the recovery system fits this 
requirement.



Verification- Experiment

- The rover will move at least five ft from the 
launch vehicle. The rover will be placed in 
grass. The rover will roll autonomously 
and stop. Afterwards, it will deploy solar 
panels. After five consecutive test that 
exceed five ft, then it will be verified that 
the rover will be able to achieve this.

- Upon landing, the team will remotely 
activate a trigger to deploy the rover. The 
payload will be put into the payload 
section. The team will send a signal to 
activate the burn wire system and open the 
payload section. Afterwards, when the 
payload detects sunlight; it will be 
deployed. After five consecutive tests that 
meet this requirement, it will be 
considered verified.



Verification- Safety

- Teams will abide by all rules set forth by 
the FAA. During test flights, inspection 
will show that the team followed FAA 
regulations.

- The responsibilities of the safety officer 
include, but not limited to monitoring 
team activities with an emphasis on safety. 
Examples:

- Sub-scale, Full-scale, and official launch
- Recovery activities, design and 

construction of vehicle.

The project timeline verifies the presence of the safety 
officer monitoring and encouraging safe practices.

- The inspection of the project paperwork 
will ensure the following:

- Procedures developed for assembly, 
construction, launch, and recovery 
systems.

- Manage and maintain the team’s hazard 
analysis, failure mode analysis, 
procedures, and MSDS inventory data.

- Assist in writing hazard and failure mode 
analysis. 
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Changes since PDR: Project

- Budget has been revised according to new 

expenses and income. The budget is 

estimated to be $492.30 lower than the 

the proposed budget.

- The PDR timeline has changed to 

correspond to the most recent deliverables 

list and agenda items.

- Most of the other project components have 

remained the same since PDR.



Project Budget

- The main income source for the project is the 
NC Space Grant, which is $5000.

- In addition, Lenoir-Rhyne fundraisers, 
donations, and SGA money should cover the 
rest of the expenses.

- Money will be allocated by Dr. Knight, who has 
access to the LR project account.

- Materials are and will be ordered by our team 
according to the project needs and budget. 
Vendors include Fruity Chutes, PerfectFlite, 
and Cessaroni.

- We are reusing previously discarded tubing for 
rocket tests to reduce costs.



Timeline (Pre-CDR)



Project Timeline (Post-CDR)



Questions?


